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Tapasi Mukherjee
Supervisor : Dr Nhol Kao; Dr Rahul K Gupta
Consultant: Prof Sati Bhattacharyya
When I started?

- 28 February 2011
- Masters of Engineering (Chemical)

and Intend to convert to PhD
My Research Project

- Reinforcing Biopolymer with Cellulose fibre
- Polylactic Acid (PLA) as chosen matrix
Positives on Supervision

• Initiate regular meeting on progress
• Encourage freedom of work
How to write Thesis...????

• Make small goals
• Attend workshops/seminar
• Always write..... Always write... Always write...!!!!!
Difficulties along the way and resolution

• Unavailability of Instrument & Material.
• Loss of data…. So **ALWAYS BACK UP....!!!!!!**
Importance of networking

• Cross fertilized idea.
• Collecting additional information.
• Attend RMIT sessions to make new buddies with different skills…..!!!!!
Future Aspirations

- Academic
- Research Focussed.
Thanks!